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A Russian military Ilyushin Il-76TD catches fire and crashes near Novaya Inya, Russia killing all 18 on board.
2002 8 January A Belgian Air Force General Dynamics F-16A crashes during approach at Kleine Brogel Air
Base.Pilot ejects safely. 9 January A USMC Lockheed KC-130R, BuNo 160021 of VMGR-352 crashed into
mountainous terrain while on a nighttime approach to Shamsi, Pakistan, 270 ...
List of accidents and incidents involving military
In advancing the Sunderland Site, I have on occasion come across interesting data in rather obscure places
about ships not built in Sunderland - data that might help people searching for information & histories of their
particular ships of interest. Just 21 vessel names are referenced so far.
The Sunderland Site Page 186 - searlecanada.org
01/08/2019 Boynton Briefing - Jan. 8, 2019. 19-001234 1627 hours Burglary Auto 504 SW 1st St Sometime
between 1800 hours on 01/06/18 and 0700 hours on todayâ€™s date, unknown persons entered the
victimâ€™s Jeep Liberty.
Frequently asked questions | Boynton Beach Police Department
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From: Layton W. Vick. From a letter written by ROBERT WAUGH of Sangerville, Maryland on 12/26/1922
sent to Mrs. John Husen. This was ultimately received by WILLIAM (BILL) JAMES WAUGH III whom is now
deceased then given to me as part of the WAUGH research he was doing.
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